Abstract -Turbo equalization is an iterative equalization decoding scheme for detecting encoded data transmitted over channels t h a t introduce intersymbol interference. In such a scheme the complexity of the optimal soft-input soft-output (SISO) equalizer, which implements the BCJR a posteriori probability computation algorithm. is one of the major concerns. In this paper we extend the reduced state sequence detection (RSSD) algorithm to a BCJR-SISO equalizer matched t o a non binary modulation. T h e resulting reduced-state SISO (RS-SISO) algorithms can take full advantage from the flexibility offered by RSSD in reducing the number of trellis states. However, extension of RSSD algorithm for obtaining the RS-SISO equalizers requires attention in the recombination procedure of the forward and backward metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coding and interleaving are used in radio communication systems as a means t o ensure reliable data transmission. When transmission takes place on frequency selective channels, which introduce intersymbol interference (ISI), the classical architecture of the receiver consists of the cascade of detector, de-interleaver, and decoder.
It is well known that t h e performance of this architecture could be significantly improved by iterating the soft detection-decoding process, leading t o the so called turbo equalizer (TEQ) scheme [l] . In the receiver implementation the complexity of the optimal soft-input soft-output (SISO) equalizer, which implements the BCJR a posteriori probability (APP) computation algorithm [2] , is one of the major concerns. For M-ary phase shift keying (PSK) modulations (e.g. 8-PSK in EDGE, enhanced data rate for GSM evolution) and severely distorted channels. a reduced-state SISO (RS-SISO) equalizer is required for a practical implementation [2] .
The main contribution of this work is the extension of the full flexibility offered by reduced state sequence detection (RSSD. [ 3 ] ) to the trellises used to compute the forward and backward probabilities. RSSD is one 0-7803-8523-3/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE.
of the most popular techniques for reducing complexity of the maximum likelihood sequence detector: a local decision feedback is used t o approximate the Viterbi algorithm using a smaller trellis. The application of RSSD to reduce complexity of the BCJR algorithm has already been addressed in [4] ; however, reduction of the number of states is presented only by means of the delayed decision feedback sequence detection (DDFSD) that is the special case of RSSD when the same memory reduction is operated for all the bits that constitute the symbol.
Apart from the straightforward extension t o nonbinary modulation of the RS-SISO algorithm in [4], this paper deals also with the application of RSSD t o the RS-SISO algorithm proposed in [5]. In [5] modulation is binary and the DDFSD algorithm is realized in forward and backward recursions preceded by different filters. The idea of using two different filters, instead of one, was first proposed in [ti] to improve performance of the RSSD algorithm in combined equalization and decoding. Likewise in [5] it is shown that a performance improvement can be obtained for TEQ schemes based on RS-SISO equalizers where this form of double filtering is implemented.
Section I1 introduces the system model. Section 111 resumes RSSD algorithm and the RS-SISO presented in [4] . In section IV we discuss how RSSD can be extended to RS-SISO equalization with double filtering. Section V presents simulation results that provide a significant performance comparison of the two RS-SISO algorithms in a TEQ scheme.
The paper is organized as follows.
SYSTEM MODEL
The transmitter consists of a convolutional encoder that is fed by a sequence of i.i.d. information bits. The resulting coded bits are interleaved, and groups of q bits are mapped onto the 2 4 signal points. The model is constituted by a complex-valued baseband equivalent frequency selective channel that introduces IS1 and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). where { E p } is the sequence of transmitted symbols, { n k } is a zero mean Gaussian noise sequence with autocorrelation function {%Q} (9 is the two sided power spectral density of the noise), and
is the sampled autocorrelation of the impulse response of the channel g ( t ) (T is the symbol time interval). We assume that IS1 affects a limited number of symbols, i.e. Starting from the sequence given in (1) the BCJR equalizer calculates the APP of each transmitted symbol. In the BCJR algorithm the APP of each symbol is computed by combining two probabilities that come from two different recursions: one operating on a trellis in the forward direction and the other on a trellis in the backward one [2] . Reliability of each symbol is used by a block that computes the corresponding APP of the bits; the resulting bit sequence is deinterleaved and passed to the BCJR-SISO decoder. In each system the SISO algorithms, including those with reduced nnmber of states, are realized by means of the APP algorithm in the logarithmic domain and the logarithm of the sum is computed using the m a * approximation [Z] .
When an RS-SISO equalizer is implemented, it is of crucial importance to define an appropriate filtering of the observed sequence in order t o limit performance loss due t o state reduction. The appropriate form of filtering depends on the specific implementation of the RS-SISO algorithm. In the next two sections we present two relevant choices for the RS-SISO algorithms and, for each one, the type of filtering applied t o the discrete-time signal (1).
REDUCED STATE SINGLE TRELLIS SISO

ALGORITHM
In RSSD a reduction of the number of states is operated at level i of the channel memory (for element by partitioning the signal constellation into Ji subsets using the Ungerboeck set partitioning principle [7] . Let ak-i be the subset associated to the symbol ck-1. A trellis state is defined by t h e concatenation of the respective subsets. Let sk = (~k -~+~, . . . , a k ) be the generic state at time k in the reduced trellis. Throughout the paper we assume that JO 2 . . . 2 J,; in addition the number of states of the RSSD trellis is given by nyzi J,. We define a state reduction pattern by using a vector p whose q entries are the duration of the memories associated t o each bit (from the most significant (MSB, first entry) to the least one (LSB. last entry)).
It is well known that in order to obtain good performance with RSSD equalization it is essential t o operate an appropriate filtering of the received sequence 181. In [5] the benefits of using the Mh4SEDFE (minimum mean square error -decision feedback equalizer) FF (feedforward filter), over the noise whitening FF. has been shown also in RS-SISO equalization algorithms. The discrete time sequence at the output of the MMSEDFE FF is It is important t o observe that when the RSSD algorithm is applied to trellis reductions, partitioning of the signal constellation into subsets turns out to be different for the forward and the backward states. In fact, due to time reversal in the backward process, the generic subset alc--u+l+ir associated to symbol ~k -~+ l + i in the backward trellis, assumes the same role of subset ak-1, associated to symbol C~C -~ in the forward trellis (i = 0 , . . . , vj.
For some state reduction patterns, this could lead to an ambiguity in the combination of the forward and hackward probabilities unless it is adopted the approach suggested in [4] where the backward recursion is computed over the state history achieved by the forward one. In this case the two recursions are computed on trellises where the forward and the backward states are defined by the same concatenation of subsets. Note that, in this case, t h e backward algorithm cannot start until the forward one is concluded, excluding any possibility of parallel computation.
The transition metric that diverges at time k -1 from state s k -I = ( a k -v r . . . ,ak-1) and merges at time k in state sk = ( a k --u + l r . . . , a k ) is given by
where c k -i ( s k -1 ) is the estimate of the (k -i)-th PSK symbol identified by the survivor path and by the state s k -1 and P(skIsk-1) is the a-priori transition probability between states slp--l and sk (in the turbo equalizer the extrinsic information assumes the role of a-priori probability). Of course local decision feedback requires selection of a single survivor path per state: as in [5], we choose as a survivor the path that gives the greatest contribution t o the state probability. maximized for improving the sub-optimal decision process. Hence the output of the matched filter is passed through a non-causal MMSE-DFE FF t o obtain the sequence used in the forward recursion, while the timereversed version of the mentioned filter is used for the backward recursion. So the impulse response used in the backward recursion turns out t o he anti-causal and maximum phase. A description of the receiver scheme is reported in fig. 1 .
The signals at the input of the forward and backward 
where the estimate of the (k -2)-th symbol c k -< ( s { -, )
is identified by the survivor forward path and by the forward state sf-, and similarly cic+i(st+,) on the backward side; P(s~lsi+,) and P(silsi-,) are the a-priori probabilities associated t o the current transitions. Note that the use of two FF's allows local decision feedback correction of the past symbols in the forward recursion and of the future ones in the backward one. We emphasize here that extension of RSSD technique to this architecture is not straightforward because the recombination of the metrics between states of the two reduced trellises may not be defined unambiguously. This problem arises since RSSD is applied to trellises that prcceed in opposite time directions using causal and anticausal impulse responses. We adopted a simple proce dure that discriminates state reduction patterns @ that allow the dual metrics recombination without ambiguity: the resulting algorithm has to work on a trellis that has a fixed and predefined rule for recombining forward and backward metrics. To clarify this point two examples of reduced forward and backward states are represented in fig. 2-a and 3-a. The state s i and the generic transition, identified by the input symbol ck+l, define not only the next forward state si+, but also the backward state s : -~+ * useful for the recombination. The memory of s i and ck+l are superimposed t o the memory of a backward state until a depth equal t o p = max{p}. The recombination is well defined when this superimposition brings to the exact identification of all the backward state bits ( fig. 2-b) ; on the contrary, when the memory of s i and cg+l do not overlay all the memory hits of the backward state, recombination is not specifiable in a single way and the state reduction pattern is discarded (see the marked bit in fig. 3-b) .
The reliability of the symbol transmitted at time k is computed as 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We are considering, as in [9] , the possibility of using a TEQ for EDGE; the architecture of EDGE is the same as GSM, except for the use of 8-ary phaseshift keying (8- is (133,171) for both channels. We have compared our state reduction strategy (denoted as DRT, double reduced trellis) with the solution without double filtering (SRT, single reduced trellis). Fig. 4 reports word error rate (WER) achieved after three turbo iterations for the TU profile channel in a selection of reduction patterns; Eb is the average received energy per information bit. We can observe that DRT architecture has a performance advantage that increases as the state reduction gets larger, achieving 0.5 -0.75 dB at W E R = with 8-state equalizers. In addition DDFSD pattern reductions ( p = 1 1 1 1 1 and p = (2 2 21) have the best performance for DRT but not for SRT; in fact we expect a DRT particularly effective for DDFSD since, as explained in sec. IV: double filtering is used to minimize the signal energy of the discarded taps. plementation of these complexity reduction techniques in 8-PSK is fundamental to obtain a iiumber of states that can be any power of 2 and not of 8.
Of course performance improvement depends on the number of iterations. even if a small number equal to 3 , 4 is usually enough to achieve the final performance in these applications; DRT has usually a faster convergence and its use in a TEQ may be useful for limiting the decoding delay.
VI. COKCLUSIONS
The paper has presented an architecture for implementing reduced state SISO equalizers in non binary modulations, maintaining full flexibility of the reduction patterns and the performance advantage provided by double pre-filtering techniques for forward and backward recursions. Simulation results were presented for two RS-SISO equalizers and their corresponding performance were compared both for static and fading channels in a turbo equalizer scheme.
